
Your ski safari In the swiss alps



Switzerland is perfect for luxury travel. The enchanting
beauty of the Alps, picture book villages and
spectacular views. The Collection «Unique Experience»
is the very best that Switzerland has to offer. Luxury and
style together with the beauty of the country are
signatures of an extraordinary experience.

.
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Switzerland is the place for the active and the indulgent.
Skiing on world-renowned slopes is not the only
pleasure on this Winter snow & ski adventure. The Alps
are an outstanding region to ski and the perfect
backdrop to enjoy Winter. A ski coach will take you to
the best slopes in the Alps. Set your own pace and be
ready to split the powder on the fresh morning snow,
take off by helicopter to the peaks and make torchlight
descents in the middle of the night. Create your
memories, explore the ski areas, taste the local products
and bring the character and flavours of this region to
life. In the evening, enjoy unique culinary experiences
and relax by the fire for the next day of adventure.

A truly ideal way to experience winter and snow
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Once in a lifetimeA unique ski safari



Our incredible ski safari allows you to discover some of the most
emblematic resorts in the Alps. Our 1 to 10 days itinerary takes
you from the birthplace of winter sports to the highest slopes of
the Alps.

07.11.2023

Unique accommodation place

Every day a new ski area 

Personalized coaching

Transfer and ski pass included                                                                 

Discover ‘the beaten track’ ski resorts that you wouldn’t normally visi

Experience several ski resorts, each with a different atmosphere
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The best ski-safari in the AlpsBOOK

Ski safari is…….
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PROGRAM
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Day 1 Day2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Date of arrival 10.01.2022 11.01.2022 12.01.2022 13.01.2022 14.01.2022 15.01.2022 16.01.2022

In option Transfer 
Airport to Hotel

Transfer                                             
to the resort                                      

5mn. <---->

Transfer                                             
to the helicoptere 

landing zone                                     
10mn. <---->

Transfer                                             
into the resort                                      

10mn. <---->

Transfer                                             
to the resort                                      
15mn. <---->

In option Transfer 
Hotel to Airport

Heliflight over
the Swiss Alps

2 flight
12 minutes

<---->

Glacier Express
Zermatt - Davos

8Hours
  --->

Crans-Montana 4 Vallées - CH Cervinia -  Zermatt  Davos Jakobshorn Davos Rinerhorn
Slope 140 km. Slope 412 km. Slope 360 km. Slope 55 km. Slope 39 km.

Top resort 3000 Top resort 3330 Top resort 3883 Top resort 2590 Top resort 2490
Alt. resort 1500 Alt. resort 1400 Alt. resort 1620 Alt. resort 1540 Alt. resort 1454

Lifts  27 Lifts  46 Lifts  52 Lifts  12 Lifts  5

Welcome drink A swiss Evening Final evening meal

Hotel Hotel Hotel Hotel Restaurant Hotel

Hotel Hotel Hotel Hotel Hotel Hotel
Crans-Montana Crans-Montana Zermatt Zermatt Davos Davos

Crans-Ambassador Crans-Ambassador Schweizerhof Schweizerhof AlpenGold AlpenGold
5stars 5stars 4stars 4stars 5stars 5stars



Resorts
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A ski area with amazing views

At an altitude ranging from 1,500 to 3,000 metres, the Crans-Montana ski area offers
breathtaking views from its 140 kilometres of completely south-facing marked pistes.
With pistes suitable for all levels, which stretch from the mountaintops which tower
above the Plaine-Morte Glacier to the golf course on the high-plateau below, via the
snowpark and its superb snowpipe, the ski area is varied and promises unforgettable
days skiing.
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Crans-montanaResorts



The freeride skiing area
Verbier, the most cosmopolitan holiday resort in Valais, is situated
on a sunny plateau and offers a unique panoramic view of the Mont-
Blanc and the Combins massif.

As soon as the first snow falls, Verbier becomes a mecca for winter
sports enthusiasts. The "4 Valleys" ski zone − with no less than 410
km of ski runs and over 89 ski lifts – embraces five resorts: Verbier,
Nendaz, Veysonnaz, Thyon and La Tzoumaz. A cable car takes skiers
to the summit of Mont-Fort (altitude: 3330 m), from where the
descent is one of the most superb "black runs" in the Alps.

07.11.2023
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4 Vallées VerbierResorts
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Welcome to Europe’s highest ski resort
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The Matterhorn is renowned around the world as a symbol of Switzerland.
Directly at the foot of this striking jagged rock there is a marvelous ski resort –
the Matterhorn glacier paradise, home to Europe’s longest piste. It runs from
the Klein Matterhorn to the village of Zermatt.
There is no other in Europe that reaches as high as this one – the highest point
in the is 3,820 m.a.s.l. Here, right at the foot of the Matterhorn, is where
Europe’s longest descent starts. The descent with its incomparable views
starts off fairly comfortably on the level Theodul Glacier before reaching a
steep slope affording wonderfully wide carving sections as you head for
Trockener Steg and Furgg. From there it continues along a black-marked
mogul slope to Furi before ending at the edge of the village of Zermatt.

Zermatt - cerviniaResorts

https://www.myswitzerland.com/en-ch/destinations/zermatt/
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A place of superlatives
Davos in Grisons is a place of superlatives: this holiday destination with
international ambience is the largest resort in the Alps for mountain holidays,
sport and conferences, at 1560 m the highest town in the Alps and a high-
altitude health resort with a long tradition.

Davos is a winter sports metropolis for skiing and snowboarding fans from all
over the world. At altitudes between 1124 and 2844 m, guests will find 58 ski
lifts, 300 km of slopes, 100 km of cross-country ski tracks, over 150km
snowshoe and winter hiking trails, two artificial ice rinks with ice hockey, ice
skating and curling fields are available. And no fewer than eight sledging runs
to have fun on! The six Davos-Klosters skiing areas of Parsenn/Gotschna,
Jakobshorn, Pischa, Madrisa, Rinerhorn and Schatzalp/Strela have been
brought together into one vast winter sports arena. For skiing fanatics, the
mecca is Parsenn area which connects up Davos with the neighbouring resort
of Klosters. The Jakobshorn, on the other hand, is the in place for freestylers
and party guests with half-pipes and cosy après-ski huts
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davosResorts



Excellence, authenticity, simplicity

A house where people naturally gather, a club one is keen to enter and 
where spending time is a true pleasure.

07.11.2023

Choice of hotel
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Accommodation
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Hotel Crans-Ambassaor

The stylish Crans Ambassador features a spa area with indoor pool and
panoramic views, a terrace with fireplace and a restaurant, located in
Crans-Montana. Ski-to-door access is possible in winter.

The luxurious rooms are fitted with a terrace overlooking the Alps, a flat-
screen TV, a minibar, a coffee machine and a bathroom with shower or
bathtub.

Guests can enjoy healthy and regional cuisine in the restaurant. The hotel
also features the Lounge Bar 180° with mountain views and the Carnotzet
wine cellar with local wines and Swiss specialities such as raclette and
fondue. The terrace of Crans Ambassador is an après-ski meeting place
with an open fire, mulled wine and music. A half board menu option is
available on request.

The 1,300 m² spa area includes a large heated indoor pool, a fitness centre
with high-tech equipment, a sauna and various treatments.

A ski storage room and a sport shop offering ski, golf, mountain bike
equipment and more are available on site.

In summer, hiking paths start 200 m from the hotel and the Crans-
Montana Golf Course is 1 km away. The closest bus stop is 150 m away.

Alpina Deluxe 

ACCOMMODATION

Bathed in light and extending onto a large south-facing
terrace, this rooms offers spectacular views of the
Swiss mountains, even from the bathroom with its
attractive wooden fittings and mineral-rich water. The
rooms has been carefully designed to accommodate a
king-size bed or two twins including a generous
wardrobe. Some rooms are interconnected, making
them the ideal choice for families. Every detail of layout
and design has been thought through, with the focus on
high-quality natural materials.
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Schweizerhof, 4* Zermatt

Situated in the Bahnhofstrasse in car-free Zermatt, the Hotel
Schweizerhof offers you three restaurant, concierge service and free
WiFi.

Most rooms and suites have a balcony providing stunning views of the
Matterhorn mountain.

Guests can enjoy a cocktail in the lobby or with the open kitchen with
international dishes and live DJ.

There is a wellness area with an indoor swimming pool and a fitness
centre. Conference rooms are also available. we also offer jacuzzi,
sauna and steam bath.

The railway and Gornergratbahn stations are just a few steps away
from the Schweizerhof Hotel.

Double rooms

ACCOMMODATION

With a new design and layout, our double rooms offer the ultimate comfort and
unique views of Zermatt mountains or partial views on the famous Matterhorn.
Our double rooms are furnished with king or twin-sized beds. Most rooms
feature a balcony.
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Deluxe room

The AlpenGold Hotel Davos was newly opened in December 2013 and offers an
indoor and outdoor pool and a spa area. Free WiFi is available. The centre of
Davos is a 5-minute drive away and a free shuttle service within Davos is offered
by the hotel.

The on-site spa and wellness centre comprises a fitness area, a sauna and a
steam bath. Massages can also be booked.

The rooms and suites at the AlpenGold Hotel Davos are fitted with a private
bathroom, satellite TV and a fully stocked minibar free of charge. In addition,
they also come with hardwood floors and a seating area.

The property houses 3 à-la-carte restaurants and an elegant cocktail lounge.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner are served every day upon request.

A 24-hour room service and a business centre are also available. Private parking
is provided by the hotel and the first 3 hours are free of charge. The children's
entertainment is ensured by the hotel's kid's and teenager club, including film
screenings.

Located within 3 km of a ski lift, the hotel offers free ski storage, an on-site ski
school and a ski-pass vendor. If needed, guests can also hire their skiing
equipment directly at the AlpenGold Hotel Davos.

Enjoy the warm contemporary alpine feel of your quiet 37 sqm
Deluxe room featuring a South West facing private balcony with
breath-taking views over Davos and the surrounding mountains.

All rooms feature a private balcony, state of the art technology with
flat screen TV, a Nespresso Coffee machine and a minibar free of
charge.

AlpenGold Hotel Davos 5 starsACCOMMODATION
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TRANSFER
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Glacier Express

The Glacier Express…

Offers a journey for the senses – from Engadine right to the Matterhorn. On its
relaxing drive from dazzling St. Moritz to equally sophisticated Zermatt, the
Glacier Express delights travellers with scenic attractions and technical state-of-
the-art achievements. With its overhight panoramic windows, the Glacier Express
opens up unobstructed views of unique landscapes.

Transfer

The journey in what has been dubbed the world’s slowest express
train takes travellers across the Alps within roughly eight hours,
passing through 91 tunnels and over 291 bridges.

Excellence Class …

A rail journey through the Swiss Alps has never been so luxurious. With guaranteed window seats, an exclusive bar, on-board
entertainment, a concierge service and personal travel guides, the Glacier Express Excellence Class is setting new standards. The
journey between St. Moritz and Zermatt is a feast for the senses, while the spectacular landscape passes by outside, guests are served
champagne and amuse-bouches –followed by an exquisite five-course meal with accompanying wine.

With this new service, the Glacier Express offers one of the most exclusive rolling touristic highlights in Switzerland.

Link to the Glacier Express Experience         https://youtu.be/zALXRoysJA0

https://youtu.be/zALXRoysJA0
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Helicopter flight over the Swiss Alps

Enjoy a breathtaking view of the Swiss Alps and its majesty the Matterhorn on a spectacular
helicopter flight.

Helicopter

AIRBUS AS 350 B3+

Built by Eurocopter in France, this turbine-powered helicopter offers absolute safety,
performance and comfort. The Eurocopter AS350 Écureuil, also known as Squirrel is one of the
most versatile and reliable single engine helicopters. Its unfailing reputation makes the
Ecureuil the favorite of helicopter transport companies.

Number of Pilots 1

Number of passengers: 5

Transfer
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Mercedes Viano 4matic

A large boot, adjustable seats and a 6-7 passenger capacity give the Mercedes Viano star
quality in its category.
Popular for its functional aspect and urban design, this vehicle can transport all your
belongings and provide the best in comfort. Baby seats are available making it ideal for
families.

Number of passengers: 6/ 7 Luggage capacity: 4 small + 4 large suitcases

Transfer

Any other different car models can be provided WITH or WITHOUT chauffeur. (Rolls Rolls,
Ferrari, Bentley, Porsche...)

Passionate and dedicated to customer service, our multilingual drivers are all Swiss-licensed
and adhere to the highest standards of quality. Our lady chauffeurs are available upon
request, in particular, for our female clientele.

Special Note
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Optional
And not included in the package
We can arrange for you to be picked up from the main airports (Geneva - Zurich - Basel or
Milan)

Information
All our vehicles are driven by multilingual guide-chauffeurs who hold a professional Swiss
license and adhere to the highest standards of quality.
Our staff will be available from 08.00 for a period of 08Hours
He will be able to respond to your last-minute requests or to adapt programs in the event of
unforeseen circumstances or difficult weather conditions

Transfer
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Assistance
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Marc Garcia

Swiss top skier, slalomed for the Swiss Alpine Ski Teams from 1977 to 1987. Podiums in
the European Slalom Cup Special and international victories complete his amateur
career.

In 2005, he founded Swiss-Discovery & Inspiring Experience, company that organizes
tailor-made holidays and events throughout the Alps.

Ski Coach

French skier of high level, was a slalom player in the French alpine ski teams from 1976
to 1984. Podiums in the European Slalom Cup Special and some 40 international
victories complete his amateur career. From 1985 to 1992 he became a professional skier
(parallel slalom) in Japan. He has won 45 victories in nine years. In 1986 he was elected
the most photogenic skier by the Japanese press. In 1989, he won the world final of pro
skiing in Japan. He finished his professional career having won 8 World Champion titles
in demonstration skiing.

Jean-Jacques Rey

Jean-Jacques Rey
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Ski safari
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Period January to April

Duration 7 days – 6 nights

Start of stay Monday

Extension of the number of days possible

From 2 to 4 pax

Larger group on request

Heliflight over the swiss Alps

Transfert by VIP mini-van

Glacier Express Zermatt to Davos in Excellence Class

A ski Champion during all the trip

4 pax per ski coach

Ski level From elementary

Ski pass for each resort

Breakfast & evening meal  included 

Lunches and drinks not  included

In a double room  2 nights per hotel

Hotel Crans-Ambassador Crans-Montana

Hotel Schweizerhof Zermatt

Hotel Alpengold Davos

*****   Option at the beginning or end of the stay 
Additional nights Hotel in Zürich or Geneva 

package
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PaymentCancellation policy
By bank transfer as soon as the contract is signed
By credit card with an additional charge of 3%.

Rates per person

On request

Booking

Per email office@inspiring-experience.com

Info +41 79 387 55 04

Cancellation costs 

A. Up to 15 days before the start of the holiday, 20% of the full 

amount will be invoiced. 

B. Up to 7 days before the start of the holiday, 50% of the full 

amount will be invoiced. 

C. Up to 3 days before the start of the holiday, 80% of the full 

amount will be invoiced.

Booking dead line
15 days before the start of the journey.

package Ski safari
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